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Pennies help fund
Day Camp project
Photo by James Zimmerman

Valerie Blak-Gil, left,l begins working on a batch of paczki Feb.
6 in preparation for Fat Tuesday at Blak’s Bakery.

Paczki worth
waiting for
James Zimmerman
Managing Editor

Photo by Jolene Perron

Robin Martin-Duttman, left, purchases coffee from Sarah Klingbyle at Tim Hortons in
Amherstburg Feb. 5 after donating pennies in the Camp Day donation box.
Jolene Perron
Citizen Staff Reporter
Tim Hortons across Essex
County are giving residents an
outlet for their pennies as they
go out of circulation.
Tim Hortons customers have
seen the donation boxes for
Tim Hortons camps for years.
The coffee shops are now
encouraging residents to drop
their pennies there as they go
out of circulation.
“My workplace has been
making a point to donate our
pennies (to Tim Hortons),”
said Lauren White, employee
of LaSenza Express. “It’s convenient for us because it’s so
close to our store so when we
go for our Tim’s runs we
dump them into the box.”

Jennifer Lauzon, manager of
the Tim Hortons at 250
Sandwich St. in Amherstburg,
said the pennies from the
donation box will go to Camp
Day which happens annually
in June and is the finale of
their yearly fundraising.
“All that money, I’m going
to roll it up and cash it at the
bank and all that money will
go to Camp Day,” said
Lauzon.
Lauzon said the donations
will help a local child go to a
summer camp in Kentucky.
Once a year she drops a folder
with applications and requirements to local school principals. The principals choose a
child meeting the criteria outlined, which include low-

income and single-family
households.
According to Rebecca
Deline, activities coordinator
at the House of Shalom Youth
Centre in Amherstburg, some
residents of Amherstburg are
already donating their dusty
pennies as they become obsolete.
“I’m sitting at my desk right
now and can spot three separate piles of pennies. It doesn’t
seem that anyone uses them
anyways,” said Deline. “I’ve
already emptied out my car
cup holders and donated them
there (at Tim Hortons).”
With $9.9 million helping
send more than 15,000 children to camp last year, every
penny counts.

Fat Tuesday brings a familiar treat to Windsorites once a
year and bakeries prepare
weeks in advance to deliver
the sweet stuff.
Paczki are a popular treat for
Windsorites to eat on Fat
Tuesday. Traditionally, the
reason for making paczki was
to use up remaining lard,
sugar, eggs and fruit in a home
before the fasting practices of
Lent began.
Blak's Bakery has been making paczki in Windsor since
1918. Co-owner Tony Blak
said there is something distinct about paczki in Windsor
"My grandfather, the original owner of the bakery, said
the way you could tell if someone was a spy in the city by
asking them 'Whats a paczki?'
If they didn't know they
weren't from Windsor," said
Blak.
Paczki are largely a Polish
tradition which spread across
North America as Polish
immigrants settled in Chicago
and other large midwest U.S.
cities.
A batch of paczki consist of
approximately 1,200 doughnuts and takes around three
hours to make according to

Valerie Blak-Gill, Tony's partner and sister. The recipe they
use is the same one their
grandfather used when he
opened the bakery.
"We have 30 people working
on various jobs. First we mix
the dough from scratch. Then
it goes onto the table and we
scale it on presses," said BlakGill. "Next we put it in a
rounder which separates the
dough into 36 small balls. We
then put it on screens and into
the proofer, then the fryer,
then glazing, filling and finally packaging."
The average paczki contains
429 calories, 102.6 grams of
fat, 153 mg of cholesterol and
18.6 g of sugar.
"The average person would
need to run about five miles to
burn off one paczki. This does
vary based on weight and
speed. The faster you run, the
quicker the calories will be
burned," said Deborah Ivey,
personal trainer and coordinator of the Nutrition and
Personal Trainer program at
St. Clair College.
Paczki will be available
Feb. 7 until Feb. 15 at several locations across the
city. For a full list of local
bakeries, visit themediaplex.com/Paczki
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Canada’s Shuai-Chaio
team prepare for China

Photo credit: Wu-Shen Temple Kung-Fu Association

Si-Fu Jay McCoy (top) trains a student at the Wu-Shen Temple
in Windsor.
Alice Hewitt
Associate Manging Editor
Team Canada’s Shuai-Chaio
team better start packing their
bags.
The team held a fundraiser at
Bowlero to raise the necessary
funds to compete in the
upcoming world Shuai-Chaio
championships in China.
Eleven competitors from the
Wu-Shen Temple Kung-Fu
Association will be traveling
to Shanghai March 20. To prepare for the championships the

team trains two to three times
a week at the temple.
Shuai-Chaio is considered to
be one of the oldest forms of
wrestling and dates back to
approximately 2697 BC.
Sean Bardgett has been with
the group for about four years.
He said he has been involved
in about seven tournaments in
both Canada and the United
States but this will be the first
time he has competed in
China.
“I think there is somewhere
between about 30 or 40 coun-

tries that are going to be competing in this tournament,”
said Bardgett. “It’s not the
most high profile sport
because Shuai-Chaio is still
more of a combat or a martial
art than a sport itself but it’s
starting to get more of a following with the people here.”
Team members have a long
history of being a part of St.
Clair College whether as students or as teachers.
Si-Fu Jay McCoy is a
teacher at the college and has
been involved in kung-fu
since 1992. McCoy said there
are hundreds of styles of
kung-fu but this particular
style has a sports derivative.
“There are 20 divisions, 10
men’s divisions and 10
women’s weight divisions. We
have only filled 11 spots so we
are hoping that is enough to
place top six again” said
McCoy. “Ideally, we would
like to place higher of course
and maybe be the first western
country to ever place in the top
three.”
The upcoming tournament
will run from March 22 to
March 23 and marks the second time Canada has competed in the world tournament.

Medical treatment
over imprisonment
Jessica Brisebois
Citizen Staff Reporter
A new program aimed at
keeping the mentally ill out of
jail was launched Feb. 6 by the
Essex
County
Ontario
Provincial Police and the
Community Crisis Centre at
Hotel-Dieu Grace Hospital.
The Community Outreach
and Support Team program
partners an Essex County OPP
officer with a mental health
crisis worker from HDGH to
help people with mental health
issues and their families deal
with a crisis situation.
OPP Western Region chief
superintendent John Cain said
medical treatment of the mentally ill instead of imprisonment is both cost effective and
smart policing. He said the

current system does not meet
the needs of those individuals
and said change is necessary
for both society and financial
reasons.
“When I started policing, the
practice was you picked the
individual up, filled out a
Form 10, took them to the hospital, dropped them off at the
door and hoped you made it
back to your cruiser before
they made it back out the
door,” said Cain. “The stigma
that surrounded mental health
problems is finally lifting.”
According to OPP commander Glenn Miller, mental
health problems are often left
untreated because officers are
unable to provide individuals
with a proper medical assessment. He said repeat cases
have become the norm.

“The program was created to
address a shortfall in care of
those of our communities who
do struggle with mental care
issues,”
said
Miller.
He said police officers
shouldn’t be summoned to act
as social workers.
According to a study conducted by London Police
Service, one in five people in
Ontario deal with a mental illness in their lifetime. The
study estimated a cost of $12
million for policing the mentally ill.
A crisis intervention team is
not a new concept and several
enforcement units have adopted this strategic way of dealing with the mentally ill on a
personal level. In Ontario,
see
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Downtown parking
lot to continue
operation
Richard Riosa
Citizen Staff Reporter
A Windsor couple has been
given permission by city
council to continue operating
their downtown parking lot.
At the Feb. 4 council meeting, council discussed whether
or not to allow Danny and
Antonietta Danelon to continue operating their Glengarry
parking lot in violation of the
city by-law.
Windsor by-law CR127/
2011 allows for properties
within
the
GlengarryWaterfront
Marentette
Community
Improvement
Plan to be used as parking lots.
The by-law requires the owners of these parking lots to
phase their development over
a two year period, with specified deadlines for each phase.
All required drainage, curbing
and lighting was to be completed by Nov. 30. Decorative
fencing and pillars must be
installed by Aug. 31 and all
required landscaping must be
completed by Sept. 30.
At the Jan. 7 council meeting, the Danelons circulated a
letter requesting they be
allowed to continue operation
of their parking lot at 268
Glengarry Ave. They appeared
at council Feb. 4 to discuss the
issue.
Danelon said the parking lot
has been operating as a temporary lot since Nov. 2011. He
also said they have spent more
than $100,000 to date in their
attempts to reach compliance
with the by-law. He said all
permits have been obtained

and lighting and required
drainage has been installed,
inspected and approved.
According to Danelon, the
only thing keeping them noncompliant with the by-law was
the lack of curbing and pavement. He said this was due to
a delay obtaining the building
permit.
He said the building permit
application required to begin
pouring of the asphalt was
submitted to the building
department Oct. 26.
“Our building permit was
finally issued on Dec. 21,
said
Danelon.
2012,”
“Ironically, the day after the
closing of the asphalt batch
plant (for the winter).”
Ward 3 Coun. Fulvio
Valentinis supported the
Danelons’s request to continue
operating their parking lot.
“I’m going to move that with
respect to this particular parking lot, that we allow the use
of that parking lot until at least
30 days after the asphalt plants
have opened,” said Valentinis.
Danelon said the parking lot
is "asphalt-ready" and it
would take roughly one week
to complete curbing and
paving.
“If the (asphalt) plants had
been open an additional week,
the curbing and asphalting
would’ve been done,” said
Valentinis.
Bill Marra, Ward 8 councilor, supported Valentinis’s
motion to council.
“Frankly,” said Marra, “I
wish we had all the other lots
up to this point … I think it
makes sense to support this.”

New Goyeau Street
tunnel entrance
Mitchell Brandner
Citizen Staff Reporter

Starting Feb. 11, Goyeau
Street will become the new
access point for the WindsorDetroit tunnel.
Local traffic will no longer
have access to the section of
Goyeau
Street
between
Wyandotte Street and Park
Street.
“This is a significant change
in traffic flow in downtown
Windsor,” said city engineer

Mario Sonego. “The expanded
tunnel plaza entrance moves
right up to Wyandotte, with
Goyeau
Street
between
Wyandotte Street and Park
Street no longer being a
through street. Drivers will
need to adjust to accommodate the changes.”
The changes will include a
municipal
parking
lot,
NEXUS and bus lanes and
extra lanes for busy times.
Visit themediaplex.com for
more as this story develops.

NEWS
U of W president
talks strategic plan
FeBRuARy 12, 2013

Tom Morrison
Chief Copy Editor
The president of the
University of Windsor wants
to attract more students by
making enrollment more
appealing for new students
and finding ways to promote
ongoing developments at the
school.
University president Alan
Wildeman addressed a crowded lecture room at the university’s new Centre for
Engineering Innovation with a
speech titled, “The Future is
Never What it Used to Be.”
He said the university should
focus on attracting students
because unlike other Ontario
universities, Windsor went
through two periods of decline
in enrollment between 1994
and the present.
Undergraduate enrollment
has dropped about four per
cent since 1994, but Wildeman
also said the university has
had a total gain of about 500
students in that period because
graduate enrollment has
increased.
“As a result, our university
has not been a recipient of
additional government funding for a number of years now,
with the province in fact saying that we’ve been underenrolled and we have to catch
up,” said Wildeman.
Some ways the university
will attract more students is by

renewing facilities, establishing the new downtown campus, creating new programs
and investing in Massive
Open Online Courses.
“I believe that the University
of Windsor should, within
three years, be offering
MOOCs in subjects that we
have some unique capacity to
be known for. They would be
a way of us transmitting to a
broader audience,” Wildeman
said.
MOOCs have been used at
Stanford
University,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and other schools.
Depending on the course, people who complete these online
classes can receive a certificate but can’t earn credit
towards a degree.
Wildeman said he wants the
university to be known as “the
place that’s about healthy
Great Lakes, viable communities that are safe, sustainable
industry (and) understanding
borders.”
Members of the Canadian
Union of Public Employees
Local 1001 distributed flyers
outside the lecture hall before
the speech that expressed displeasure with the university
contracting out certain jobs.
CUPE members also protested
the December ceremony in
which the university received
the keys to the former
Windsor Star building.
“When universities contract
out important functions like

food service, custodial and
maintenance, you don’t even
get a lousy t-shirt,” the flyer
said.
Recording secretary for
Local 1001 James Kehoe said
he hopes this practice will
change.
“We hope the university that
likes to say that it’s committed
to social justice and makes it
one of its pillars will actually
be good to its word and not try
to make our local community
worse by joining the rush to
the bottom that our U.S.
counter-parts are doing,” said
Kehoe.
Kehoe also said some universities are using contractors
to cut costs, but are increasing
tuition and faculty salaries and
positions.
During his speech Wildeman
said the creation of new faculty positions is meant to build
on “student-faculty interaction.”
“It is a move that is about
our future. It is my desire that
we can collectively bargain
respectfully, responsibly and
reasonably within the fiscal
constraints that we have,”
Wildeman said. “It’s my
desire that we can avoid any
precipitous shocks that affect
the livelihoods of people who
work here.”
For more information about
the university’s future, the
school’s strategic plan can be
downloaded at www.uwindsor.ca/president.

Afrofest kicks off
at the University
Steven Anderson
Citizen Staff Reporter

February is Black History
Month
and
for
some
Windsorites, it’s a time for celebration and awareness.
The University of Windsor
held its seventh annual
Afrofest week celebrating
Black History Month and its
importance to the community.
U of W student Josh
Harendorf took time to participate in the festivities.
“We have gone to check out
the events that Afrofest is putting on and they’re terrific.
Very informative and it’s really a nice and refreshing sight,”

said Harendorf.
Sandwich Town and the surrounding area became an
established black settlement
where thousands of freed and
fugitive slaves took refuge
from slavery in the U.S.
Using a system of secret
routes and safe houses in the
19th century known as the
Underground Railroad many
would
travel
through
Michigan into Windsor.
Jasmine Burke Ishmael,
head coordinator of Afrofest,
said she believes it’s an opportunity to share the culture and
educate people on various
issues.
“Thursday brings a day of

celebration with drummers,
dancing, storytelling and spoken word, and then love languages brings us into our season of love,“ said Ishmael.
Afrofest included discussions, local merchandise, as
well as fashion shows and
dance celebrating black culture on display at the university. The festivities ran from
Feb. 4 through Feb. and
included an array of activities.
Although the spirit of
Afrofest is encouraged all
year, Ishmael said she is
thankful for Black History
Month because it helps
draw more focus to cultural education.
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Enrollment numbers
on the rise at St.
Clair College
Murad Erzinclioglu
Citizen Staff Reporter
Enrollment may be down at
the University of Windsor but
the number of students at St.
Clair College continues to
rise.
Over the past decade enrollment at the college has steadily increased for the past 11
years. In 2002 the college had
5,601 students and now provides education opportunities
for 8,263, an increase of 48
per cent.
With three out of every 10
students enrolled in a health
science program, St. Clair
College has become the number one post-secondary educator of health science students
in the province. The college
launched three new programs
in 2011 to support the burgeoning health science department including cardiovascular
technology, respiratory therapy and ultrasound programs.
Ann Hetherington, director
of marketing and student
recruitment at St. Clair
College, said the health science programs are not the only
areas that have seen recent
increases.
“In the past year or so we
have also seen a rebound in
our skilled trades programs as
industry has come back out of
the recession. Programs like
electrical techniques, and
other skilled trades are very
popular as career paths,”
Hetherington said. “The
School of Media Art and
Design has also seen an
increase in applications this
year as compared to last year,
thanks to a couple of new programs like fashion design and
event management.”
Hetherington said the growth
comes from a variety of factors, with both mainstay programs increasing in numbers
as well as the development
and implementation of new
programs at the college. She
said she believes keeping the
college growing requires a
multi-pronged approach.
“It’s not just about marketing
any number of programs, it’s
really about the overall image
and name reputation for excellence
in
education,”
Hetherington said. “When
those pieces are in place with
respect to all of our programs,

it makes it that much easier to
go out into the marketplace
and promote the college as a
whole.”
Ryan Peebles, associate registrar at St. Clair College, said
program development and the
overall image of the college
are not the only factors that
have contributed to the recent
growth.
“We do strive here to have an
upward trend, to try to always
increase our application base
as well as our first-year student base,” Peebles said. “We
did notice a huge increase
back in 2008, that’s where second-career came into play
when the government stepped
in and started to offer secondcareer help to students who
were on layoff or looking to
regenerate a new career for
themselves.”
Veronique Mandal, coordinator of the journalism program at St. Clair College, said
the program has seen a major
increase in enrollment since
moving into the MediaPlex in
the downtown core. Despite
enrollment growth in programs across the board,
Mandal made the internal
decision to accept about 10
fewer students than in prior
years.
“We took fewer students this
year just to see if it was a good
idea,” Mandal said. “What
often happens in journalism
schools is that you’ll have
people who, because they like
to write poetry or books, they
think a journalism program is
where they want to go.”
Mandal said false expectations often result in about
eight to 10 students leaving
the program before completing their first year. The decision to take in fewer students
was made to combat this
trend.
“We thought that we’d get
fewer students leaving the
program, but I don’t think that
will ever be the case,” Mandal
said. “I think we are going to
go back up to our regular
enrollment next year.”
With even more programs
and campus buildings springing up in the next two years,
St. Clair College’s growth is
likely
to
continue.
More information about St.
Clair College and all of their
programs can be found at
www.stclaircollege.ca.
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Windsor novice boxer wins gold
Melissa Issauro
Citizen Staff Reporter

Photo by Taylor Desjardins
Maria Dragicecic, the physical education teacher at Southwood
Public School, poses in the school's gym.

Home-schooled
not eligible for
public sports
Taylor Desjardins
Citizen Staff Reporter
Home-schooled students in
Windsor and Essex County do
not get their shot at trying out
for public school sports.
Greater Essex District
School Board superintendent
Sharon Pyke said it is against
policy.
"You’re either in the school
system or you’re not in the
school
system,”
said
Pyke. “In our board and many
boards across the province,
(the policy) is that you would
not be able to do sports if you
are from home-schooling.”
Pyke said there are health
and safety issues because the
board doesn’t know anything
about the home-schooled children who would want to be in
the school for sports.
“We know nothing about the
child, we know nothing about

their academics, about their
communication and about
their behaviour,” said Pyke.
“It’s not that we wouldn’t
want them, it is that we have
some things in place that
wouldn’t allow us.”
Sarah Rankin, who was
home-schooled from kindergarten to grade 7, said she
would have loved to try out for
public school sports.
“It would have been a great
experience helping to prepare
me for what to expect when I
eventually went to high school
to know how people acted
who had been in school all
their life compared to me,”
said Rankin.
Maria Dragicecic, a physical
education
teacher
for
Southwood Public School,
said if home-schooled students were allowed to try out
see
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A local novice boxer has
taken home the gold medal
after competing at Canada’s
largest amateur boxing tournament.
Hisham Abdu made his amateur boxing debut at the annual Brampton Cup tournament
Feb. 1-3. The 21-year-old welterweight from the Border
City Boxing Club in Windsor
competed in three bouts – one
on each day of the tournament
– and took on senior novice
fighters from Ontario and
Quebec.
The preliminary fight was
Feb. 1 when Abdu fought
Quebec’s Imran Mandozai.
Both fighters weighed in at 64
kilograms.
“I was very nervous, anxious
and excited going into my first
fight,” Abdu said. “I just wanted to get in there and throw as
many punches as I could. I’ve
been training for a year so I
felt very confident and ready
to perform.”
The fights consisted of three
two-minute rounds.
With a unanimous decision
from the judges, Abdu
advanced to the semi-final
fight where he faced Edward
Skeete of Milton, Ont.
Another unanimous decision
led Abdu to the finals. In all
fights he had his opponents in
an eight-count, but could not
manage to knock them out.
Border City coach Samir ElMais said he was happy with
Abdu’s results and how he

Photo by Katherine Du Toit
From left to right,Samir El-Mais, Hisham Abdu, Nathan
Campbell, Hamam Faroug and Josh Cameron took home three
medials from the Brampton Cup amateur boxing tournament
Feb. 3 for Bordery City Boxing Club.
conducted himself inside and
outside the ring.
“He did well in all of his
fights but the second fight he
looked the best. He fought a
bigger, more experienced
fighter,” said El-Mais. “He
really proved to himself and
his competitors that he is an up
and coming boxer. Even
though I think he could have
stopped every fight I was
proud of his overall performance and that we took home
the title. We’re happy to have
Hisham representing Border
City Boxing Club.”
The final fight versus Ted
Zacharopoulus of Toronto was
held Feb. 3. Although Abdu
lost the first round, he won the
gold medal with a split decision from the judges 2-1.
“This was an incredible feeling,” Abdu said. “During the
fight I got waves of adrenaline
from the crowd cheering me
on and just knowing that I
deserved to win the fight.

After the fight was over I felt
so energized and alive. I’m
happy with all my fights from
the weekend but will hit the
gym to keep on training and
improving my skills.”
The tournament hosted over
250 boxers from over 60
clubs. In addition to Abdu,
Border City Boxing Club
earned two other titles at the
tournament – Humam Farouq,
20, won gold in the heavyweight division and Nathan
Campbell, 12, won silver in
the 40 kilogram division.
Abdu is scheduled to fight
March 30 in Toronto.
“It’s just a club show,” ElMais said. “I want to build
him up the correct way and not
rush into anything. I will find
him a lot of fights and shows
to attend so he can get the
experience he needs to do well
in the nationals and so on. By
next year he will be ready to
fight
in
the
Ontario
Championships.”

Nobels forfeit third
straight game
Mandy Matthews
Citizen Staff Reporter

A teacher is standing by their
union by forfeiting girls high
school hockey games.
Belle River District High
School forfeited their third
game of the season, this time
against St. Joseph's Catholic
High School. The game was
scheduled for Feb. 4 at the
WFCU Centre. Their last
game is scheduled for Feb. 6
against St. Anne Catholic
High School. With the playoffs at the end of February,
Belle River coach Joel Caslick
is not worried about the condition of his players.
“The girls are obviously

upset, but they are understanding and supportive of the
teachers and coaches,” said
Caslick. “Fortunately, the girls
have other avenues and will be
prepared for the playoffs.”
Caslick said he is holding his
breath in hopes that issues will
be resolved. The Greater
Essex County District School
Board has been holding meetings weekly to discuss Bill
115. The Windsor-Essex
Catholic District School
Board has come to an agreement to accept the bill.
Jan Sokolowski, Coach of
the St. Joseph's girls’ hockey
team said it is the public
schools’ choice in what they
want to do. He said he calls

the forfeit a “no game”
because of the circumstances.
“There was a lot of confusion on whether they would be
playing
or
not,”
said
Sokolowski. “This should
have been decided before the
season even started. I just
wanted the girls to go out and
play.”
He said the damage is
already done and coaches who
did not coach this year should
hold up their decision to not
coach next year as well.
“Everyone has reasons for
doing
certain
things,”
Sokolowski said. “You make a
choice and you have to live by
your choice.”
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Vipers hold steady in fourth place St. Clair

volleyball
weekend
preview

Photo by Ashley Davidson

LaSalle Vipers defenceman Scott Prier, right, skates with the puck in a game against the St. Thomas Stars Feb. 6 at the Vollmer
Centre.
Ashley Davidson
Senior Sports Editor
The LaSalle Vipers lost a
tough game to the St. Thomas
Stars Feb. 6 at the Vollmer
Centre.
The first period ended scoreless. Going into the second
period both teams scored three
goals apiece, ending another
period tied up. The third period was the demise of the
Vipers, allowing the Stars to
score three times, including
once into an empty net in the
last minute of play. The final
score was 6-3.

With only a few games left
before the post-season, winning this game would have
allowed the Vipers to stay
comfortably in fourth place
and not have to play the fifth
place Stars again in the playoffs.
Scott Prier scored two goals
for the Vipers and said he
won’t let it get to his head.
“I just keep level-headed, I
was always told never let your
highs get too high and never
let your lows get too low,”
said Prier. “By having a good
game it just gives me more
confidence heading into

Saturday’s game.”
Though they are in fourth
place, coach Ryan Donally
stressed the importance of
winning this game and the
next few.
“I think from (the Stars) perspective we could have been
up five points on them, now
we’re only up one,” said
Donally. “It definitely gives
them the hope to come back
and take home ice advantage.
It was a huge loss as far as
strategic positioning moving
forward.”
He also said the team needs
to improve on their power

play. The Vipers were unable
to optimize on the 11 power
play opportunities they had.
Team captain Eric Noel recognized that the power play is
something the team needs to
work on.
“We just need to work on little things this late, especially
with playoffs coming up,” said
Noel. “Yes we lost and we can
work on our mistakes, but we
can’t change it.”
With five games left before
playoffs the Vipers need to
win all of them to secure home
ice advantage for the post-season.

Spits weekend recap
Mitchell Brandner
Citizen Staff Reporter
Things have gone from
bad to worse for the
Spits.
In a weekend where
the Windsor Spitfires
should have been able to
pick up six easy points
against three of the
worst teams in the
Ontario Hockey League,
they managed to get just
two.
After
beating
Peterborough Feb. 7, the
Spits followed it up with
losses to Ottawa and
Kingston. Kingston had
lost 12 straight games
before beating Windsor
Feb. 10.

Spits
goaltender
Jaroslav Pavelka was
pulled in the game
against Ottawa after
allowing three goals on
just five shots. It was the
fourth time in his last six
starts that he has been
pulled. With Pavelka’s
struggles and injuries to
defencemen
Patrick
Sieloff
and
Slater
Koekkoek , the Spitfires
are having a hard time
keeping the puck out of
their net.
T
h
e
Spitfires forwards are
facing injuries too. Alex
Aleardi is suffering from
concussion-like symptoms after leaving the
game against Ottawa.
Chris Marchese has

missed 12 games from a
concussion and has yet
to return. Ty Bilcke has
also missed an extended
period of time with a
broken hand. Despite the
banged up offensive
group, the Spitfires managed to score as many
goals as they allowed
this weekend with 15.
Forward Kerby Rychel
enjoyed success this
weekend. He has goals in
three straight games,
including a six-point
game
against
the
Peterborough
Petes.
Since
Alexander
Khokhlachev’s return to
the
Spitfires
from
Russia, Rychel has 27
points in 15 games. He

had 74 points in 68
games playing alongside
Khokhlachev last season.
With all the injuries it
only gets harder for the
Spitfires to catch the
Saginaw Spirit for the
final playoff spot. They
are eight points back
with 14 games to go.

Kenton Wolfe
Senior Sports Editor
The disappointing season of
the St. Clair Saints men’s volleyball team will come to a
close Feb. 10, when they play
host to the Sheridan Bruins.
Despite winning just six of
17 games this season, the team
improved greatly from their
one-win season in 2011-12.
Led by rookie Connor West
from Lethbridge, Alta., the
Saints have managed to upset
two nationally top-ranked
teams in Redeemer University
College
and
Nipissing
University. Tom Charbonneau
and Travis Wigle have also
had strong seasons for St.
Clair.
The Bruins sit in fourth place
with a record of 10-5. They
are ranked sixth in Ontario.
The St. Clair Saints women’s
volleyball team will also be
looking to play spoiler against
Sheridan. Led by Alee Brecka,
the Saints have managed a
record of 4-13. The 8-7 Bruins
are playing for home-court
advantage.
Students and fans present for
the Sunday matches will be
treated to free admission, free
appetizers and a cash bar. The
game will be sponsored by the
St. Clair Alumni Association
and all alumni will have the
chance to win a 51-inch TV.
Follow @MNN_KentonWolfe
for sports updates.
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Any videographer who
enjoys filmmaking during
their spare time or does it as a
freelance gig, will be faced
with a question sooner or later
during their creative career:
what kind of camera should I
buy?
For most casual filmmakers
such as the typical YouTube
blogger, they should invest in
lower-end HD drive cameras
for ease of use and portability.

Murad Erzinclioglu
Citizen Staff Reporter

A new non-profit foundation
is hoping to make Windsor
and Essex County more awesome, $1,000 at a time.
The Aweome Foundation
that originally started in
Boston in 2009 has since
become a worldwide network
of “people devoted to forwarding the interest of awesomeness in the universe,”
according to their website.
The foundation distributes a
series of monthly $1,000
grants to projects and their
creators. The money is pooled
together from the coffers of
ten self-organizing microtrustees and given upfront in
cash. The first deadline for
idea generators is Feb. 13.
Nicole Adan, dean of awesome, created the Windsor
branch of the foundation after
seeing the initiative at work in
Toronto. She said Windsor and
Essex County will put the
“W”
and
“E”
into
“aWEsome.”
“I think that Windsor Essex
has lots to offer,” Adan said.
“This provides us the opportunity to showcase all of the
awesome things that are happening via the Awesome
Foundation and their huge network across the world.”
Anthony Difazio, is a clerk
at Dr. Disc Records as well as
a painter and musician. He
heard about the foundation
through friends and said he
sees it as an opportunity to
fund an art book that he has
been trying to get off the
ground for the past year.
“I’m creating a whole world
for a character called Soda
Pop. He’s not from around
here,” Difazio said. “He’s a
MeDICAl FROM pAge 2

Hamilton is also using
COAST.
HDGH mental health crisis
worker Sherry Metivier said
she and her partner OPP
Constable Byron Hornick,
both involved in launching the
program, connect the mentally
ill individual to the appropriate person to assure some kind
of treatment.
“We show up in blue jeans
and an unmarked car, just like
we’re dropping in for a visit,”
said Metivier.
She said this puts the client

Andrew Marchard
Columnist
Photo by Murad Erzinclioglu

Nicole Adan, dean of The Awesome Foundation, talks about the
importance of the new organization Jan. 21 at The Squirrel
Cage.
really weird guy who experi- project for Karen Kahelin, a
ences things in a weird way program manager for the
and then he shows it through Ontario Trillium Foundation,
songs, through books, through who is one of 14 trustees who
pictures. I want people to be have put their own money on
able to have it for their own as the table.
“I work for a government
part of a collection.”
If Difazio’s idea is accepted, foundation that puts $120 milhe’ll use the grant to fund the lion into the community a year
creation of hand made ver- but there’s criteria and eligisions of the book that he will bility and there’s all sorts of
sell for $20 each. He said he strings attached because it’s
hopes his do-it-yourself public money,” Kahelin said.
approach to art will inspire “The idea that’s most appealothers to create and share ing to us is that this is our
money and we can just give it
within the community.
Unlike other grants and bur- to anybody we want.”
So put your thinking cap on
saries that are given out by the
government, the foundation’s because your next big idea
application process is quick, could net you $1,000. More
easy and comes with no information and applications
strings attached. This was the can be found at www.awemost appealing part of the somewindsor.com
at ease and lets them know
knowing they are there to
help. The client receives an
assessment, psychiatric consultation and/or treatment
depending on the situation.
She said she uses direct conversation, her ability to listen
and her knowledge of community services available.
“Unless you physically do
the move for them, it may
never get done,” said Metivier.
The COAST team does not
respond to 911 emergency
calls. The team responds to
referrals or through the
COAST crisis line.
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for sports it would be unfair.
“Students that are already
based at a school, it’s unfair
for them that other children
that are home-schooled might
take their position from the
team,” said Dragicecic. “Not
only would that bother some
of the students, it might even
bother some of the parents.”
According to the Ontario
Federation of Independent
Schools, the number of students in independent schools
and home-schools account for
six per cent of Ontario's total
student population.

However, avid filmmakers
should look to higher-end
models without buying professional grade cameras.
Luckily we creative types
are in an era of technology
where we’re offered a brand of
camera in between consumer
and professional makes. The
prosumer camera sits somewhere in between the scale. It
has the portability and affordability of a consumer camera
but the specifications and
workability of a professional
brand.
Unfortunately when faced
with the question of what
brand, make and model to buy,
a budding videographer will
be faced with another question: DSLR or ENG.
Canon has spearheaded the
campaign to bring full HD
video to their line of DSLRs
with one of their more popular
models being the EOS 5D
MkIII. The full specifications
for this camera can be found
online through any camera
retailer but there are some key
features that set it apart from
other DSLRs. Not only does it
take stunning photos, but it
also has full HD video recording and encodes each file at a
standard
MPEG-4/h.264
codec for easy file use. The
body has a Canon EF Lens
mount coupled with a 35mm
full frame CMOS Censor. An
8 GB card in this camera will
record up to 32 minutes in full
HD and has a variable frame
rate setting of 24-60 frames
per second.
This may seem like a lot of
technical jargon, but essential-

ly it means that the camera is
versatile, produces amazing
image and allows for ease of
editing. On the other hand we
have a similar camera though
ENG style from Sony.
The Sony NEX-VG900 is a
full frame camera with interchangeable lenses which form
an E mount. This means it
operates much like a Canon
but with a more laid out,
uncompressed fashion. In fact,
the VG900 produces full HD
uncompressed footage in a 24,
60i and 60p frame rate.
Because this camera focuses
on video shooting it processes
information faster than the Mk
III.
Where the Mk III can run at
11 mbps the VG900 operates
at over double that anywhere
between 24 and 28 mbps.
That’s not to say that the Mk
III is a slower camera, but
because it’s main focus is photography that’s where its
strengths lies. The VG900 can
take both photos and video but
the ISO is only operable in
still mode. The Mk III, however, can change the ISO during
video shooting which means a
boon to anyone who is filming
in the dark or low lighting
locals. Technical spec wise,
both of these cameras tend to
be on a pretty level playing
field where they beat each
other in their own respected
fields: VG900 with video and
Mk III with photography.
A good voice piece is nothing if it does not have good
audio and the VG900 features
a built in 5.1 Dolby microphone which allows you to
film soundscapes with no outside recording equipment. Mk
III isn’t without its audio features, though the uses are limited with the only feature
being able to set the recording
level. If one is still stuck on
which camera to choose,
there’s always the deciding
factor of price.
The Canon EOS 5D MkIII
sits at an MSPR of about
$3,400, depending where you
shop. The Sony NEX-VG900
comes in just a hair under the
Mk III at $3,299.99. Because
these prices are so close, the
contributing factors come
down to the preference. As a
videographer who has trained
on ENG cameras, I feel more
comfortable using the VG900,
where someone who has a
photography
background
would no doubt feel at home
with the Mk III.
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Musicians prepare for the studio with songwriting program
Tom Morrison
Chief Copy Editor
It starts with a single note on
a single guitar track and then it
becomes a map to a full-length
song with multiple guitars, a
bass, drums and a vocal
melody. It’s a tool for songwriting and becoming prepared for recording in a studio.
It’s a way to connect with
other musicians and it’s a way
for musicians to document all
of the ideas in their head.
The tool in question is Guitar
Pro, a computer program used
for writing out music for
almost any instrument and
learning music by other artists.
It has the ability to play back
music in the program from
either a MIDI library or its
Realistic Sound Engine and
show the notes as they’re
being heard. Music can be
written in either musical notation or tablature.
Guitar Pro was created by
Arobas Music, a company
founded in 1997 in Lille,
France with a single dedication to creating this program.
The program has since gone
through six versions, with the
latest being released in April
2010. However, the fifth version of the program is still
widely used because some
consider it to be more userfriendly.
Some musicians are using
this program, and others like
it, as a tool for songwriting.
Brandon White, formerly a
guitarist and vocalist for
Windsor
metal
band
Assassinate the Following...,
has been using a version of
Guitar Pro for about eight
years. He said the program
helped him learn how to write
songs.
“You learn so much about
the rhythms and note values
and the mathematics behind
everything and how to compile stuff. You really learn a lot
about playing it and tinkering
with stuff. That teaches you
about transitions and how to
make stuff flow when you’re
writing your music,” said
White.
White usually writes a song
on the program first by coming up with a guitar riff and
then writing other instruments
on top of that “and the rest just
trails on from that riff.” White
laughed and said his band
probably wouldn’t have existed if he didn’t use this pro-

gram.
“Without Guitar Pro I would
not have any of the ideas that
were in my head documented
and actually tabbed out, so
without that it would probably
be impossible to teach everybody (in the band) what was
going through my head.”
The program is also used by
Michael Ieradi of the Ottawa
band Today I Caught the

orchestrated, so then everyone
gets to orchestrate their own
idea. You get somebody’s full
idea when they’re showing it
to everybody else.”
Ieradi also said the program
changes your perspective on
writing songs collaboratively
because a person can write
music for an instrument they
don’t play and they interpret
songs on those instruments

“Our guitar player, Ben
(Davis), as he’s been tracking
pre-production, he goes in,
changes the parts and tries
other things and records the
files for pre-production, but
then often changes it on Guitar
Pro,” said Ieradi. “So he goes
back and forth between a live
recording and pre-production
and just really gets a feel for
both ideas.”

Photo by Tom Morrison

Musician Brandon White looks at a song he wrote on Guitar Pro 6 in his Windsor home Dec. 6.
Plague. Ieradi drums and
writes songs for the band,
which has toured with Protest
the
Hero, The
Devin
Townsend Project, Periphery
and others. The program was
useful for him when the band
formed in 2005 because it
allowed him to write songs
with the only other initial
member,
vocalist
Dave
Journeaux.
“We just started writing the
(Ms. Mary Mallon) EP ourselves and tried to find people
afterwards,” said Ieradi.
“Because we don’t play every
instrument, as well as we
wouldn’t need to, we decided
to use (the program), write the
music and then try to find people afterwards.”
Ieradi has a similar process
to White for writing songs on
Guitar Pro and said it’s useful
for any of the six members in
his band to present an idea.
“For a band like us where it’s
a little more technical and
complicated ... no one’s pitching like, ‘Here’s this chorus
that I have that I’ve written the
vocals for.’ We’re a little more

differently.
“I find that it’s really beneficial in that sense because you
get a different idea that you
made that you never jumped
to yourself. If you play your
own instrument, you kind of
get into certain tendencies and
certain things you focus on.”
When it came time for
Assassinate the Following...
and Today I Caught the Plague
to record their debut fulllength albums, both already
had every song and every
instrument tabbed out in
Guitar Pro.
Ieradi said his band treats
Guitar Pro as “the first stage of
pre-production.” Pre-production traditionally involves an
artist recording demo versions
of all of the songs on an album
before entering a professional
studio. This gives the artist a
better idea of how the album
should sound and ideally cuts
down on the amount of money
spent on recording.
Today I Caught the Plague
uses both the Guitar Pro
method and the traditional
method.

In some ways, the Guitar
Pro method is more useful,
Ieradi said.
“You get to really go in there
and tear apart the songs note
by note because it’s just MIDI
and there’s no tones or poorly
recorded
pre-production
where you miss a note or two.
You really want to hear everything so every harmony is
bang on, every note from
every other instrument is bang
on. It just kind of clarifies the
idea you’re trying to get
across.”
White said having everything planned out on 2010’s
Massacre of the North saved
the band a lot of time, especially when it came to recording the drums.
“We had the click track that
we created in Guitar Pro,
along with the guitars from
Guitar Pro playing in (drummer Russell Farley’s) headphones, so that saved us a few
hours right there of work.”
According to Glenn Fricker,
the studio engineer for the
album, it was a lot more than a
few hours of saved time.

“He did the entire album in
nine hours, which would have
normally taken four or five
days in the studio,” said
Fricker, owner of Spectre
Media Group in Tecumseh.
Another way the program
saved the band time in the studio, White said, was if a part
of a song needed to be
changed, they could change it
in the program until it sounded
right. They didn’t need to
waste time playing their guitars until they came up with
the best way to play something.
Fricker recently put out a
two-part YouTube video series
on eight tips for a band to get
ready for the studio. The final
tip was using Guitar Pro.
“Everything’s written out.
So when your bass player
comes in and hasn’t done his
homework, the guitar player
can work out what was written
down and go, ‘Oh, OK. I can
play that.’ Because nine times
out of 10 the bass player is a
shitty guitar player. That’s just
the truth,” Fricker said.
The most important part of
Fricker’s job is getting a good
performance out of band and
he said the program helps him
accomplish this.
“It’s not my job to help
somebody write their (expletive) songs. I’m not a songwriter, I’m a (expletive) producer so it’s my job to give
and inspire a performance out
of somebody,” said Fricker.
“If they know what they got to
do before hand, I can help
them get that performance.”
Martin Bak, owner of SLR
Studios, has also worked with
bands that use the program,
but he doesn’t use it in the studio. He said the MIDI library
“sounds funny” and not every
band should use the program.
“It’s different with how prepared they are,” Bak said.
“Some love it and some hate it
because they don’t want to get
into writing it all out and want
to come to the studio and feel
it.”
Both Fricker and Bak said
it’s not a good idea to use the
program for styles of music,
like blues or jazz, that rely on
improvisation, but it’s useful
for music with intricate parts,
especially metal. Fricker took
it a step farther and said he
would recommend it for writing out modern rock and poppunk because that kind of
see
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Colasanti’s hosts annual craft show Comic book signing
held in Windsor

Photo by Hailey Trealout

Adele Altiman introduces her products to observers of a craft show Feb. 2 in Colasantis Tropical
Gardens.
Hailey Trealout
Citizen Staff Reporter
Colasanti’s Tropical Gardens
opened its doors for their third
annual craft show Feb. 2.
An attendance of 60 local
venders filled the halls of the
venue displaying their homemade merchandises.
The craft show was run by
Ashley Colasanti who said the
event has been kicked up a
few notches, making it more
MusICIANs FROM pAge 7

music is also about precision.
A possible downside to using
a program like Guitar Pro, Bak
said, is it might make a musician too prepared.
“Maybe writing it and getting used to it so you’re in the
studio, even though you might
write something better, you’re
used to it being a certain way
so it’s harder to part from an
original performance,” said
Bak.
“In my experience, there’s
no such thing as planning out
too much,” said Fricker.
“You can plan it out as much
as you want, but really you’re
the one choosing everything
that you’re doing in the program,” said White. “It’s not
the program that makes the
song too robotic, it’s all you.”
“If there are (guitar solos)
that are in the song and you’re
not really taking the time to
add some feel behind it then I
just feel it becomes robotic
and it can sound like your tab
on a record,” said Ieradi. “The
drums will be stiff, all the guitar playing will be stiff. You
get used to kind of using
vibrato and things like that in
the program, which if you
don’t know how to interpret it,

successful as each year passes.
“The purpose for the event is
to do something fun in the
winter,” said Colasanti. “We
have a lot of people from the
local community asking us if
they can come and sell items
in the facility just because
there’s not a lot of opportunities in the summer to sell the
things that they make.”
Adele Altiman was one of
the venders whose booth was
filled with pieces of her native

culture. She said people have
had trouble finding items she
provides and found this event
was best for getting her items
to the public.
“You never know what to
expect wherever you go but it
seems when we first came to
the area. We did okay, and got
a lot of interest,” said Altiman.
“A lot of people have the same
lineage with aboriginal and

it just becomes you as a Guitar
Pro file.”
As long as two or more
musicians are using the same
version of the program, they
can easily send each other
their Guitar Pro files through
e-mail. All versions of the program do not have back compatibility so a Guitar Pro 6 file
(.gpx) will not open in Guitar
Pro 5. A Guitar Pro 5 file
(.gp5) will open in Guitar Pro
6, but sometimes it does not
convert properly.
For example, Guitar Pro 5
allows you to change the tone
of a guitar multiple times on a
single track, but in Guitar Pro
6, a songwriter needs to create
a separate track for each guitar
tone. If a Guitar Pro 5 guitar
track with multiple tones is
opened in Guitar Pro 6, there
will only be one guitar track in
that program and it will have
the same tone throughout the
entire song.
Ieradi and White have shown
each other songs they have
written on Guitar Pro.
“We would show (White)
our new songs in Guitar Pro
and he would get just as excited as he would if I was showing him the actual recording,
which I always found really

funny,” Ieradi said. “He would
show us a song and we would
completely be able to understand what was happening
because we all use this program to write.”
Since the time of his interview, White has moved from
Canada to London, England
and he said he plans on using
Guitar Pro to stay connected
with other musicians.
“I’m going to be using
Guitar Pro and my little Line 6
recording software every single day because if I didn’t
have that, I wouldn’t have my
guitar and I’d probably kill
myself,” he said with laughter.
Ieradi is no stranger to using
this program with people on
another continent. While he
was filling in on drums for
The Standoff for an overseas
tour,
he
wrote
“The
Consequence of Fratricide,”
which became the first song
on their debut full-length
album LORE.
“When I got home I was
really excited to jam and they
had all learned the song and
we just kind of counted things
in and played a brand new
song that none of us had ever
heard together in the same
room start to finish,” he said.

see
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Photo by Chris Mailloux

Tony Gray of Legacy Comics Publishing at his Windsor studio
Nov. 25.
Chris Mailloux
Citizen Staff Reporter
A local upcoming comic
book signing is bringing in big
name industry writers and
artists.
Cartoon Kingdom is hosting
a fifteenth anniversary comic
book signing Feb. 20 from 5
p.m. until 11 p.m. The event
“It was kind of bewildering.”
Today I Caught the Plague
also posted the Guitar Pro files
for almost every song on
LORE on http://www.ultimate-guitar.com. The website
is used by musicians who
want to learn songs from relatively well-known bands. It
provides user-submitted tabs
in the form of text, Guitar Pro
and
similar
programs
PowerTab and Tab Pro, which
was created by the website.
“A lot of people just asked us
for them, that’s pretty much it.
They e-mailed us and said
they wanted the tracks,” Ieradi
said. “We have no problem
with people learning our
songs.”
Before Assassinate the
Following... broke up in
August 2012, the band had
another album written out on
Guitar Pro and White sent out
the file to five different people
and got tips back.
The band never recorded the
album, but White has been
using the program to record
some of the songs, and other
songs he’s written, on his own
at his house. He exports the
drum tracks from the Realistic
Sound Engine on Guitar Pro 6
and uses those as the drums

will feature Johnny Desjardins
(Vampirella Strikes), Jason
Fabok (Detective Comics),
David Finch (Batman: The
Dark Knight), Tony Gray (The
Incredible Conduit) and Jeff
Lemire (Sweet Tooth and
Green Arrow).
Arlen Mifflin, owner of
Cartoon Kingdom, said he
see
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for the song when he puts
them
into
recording.
Afterwards, he records the
guitars, bass and sometimes
vocals.
Sometimes White will make
separate tracks for the different parts of a drum set “and
mix it like you would a drum
kit in a studio” is order to
“humanize” the sound of it
more.
Higher-profile bands like
Scale the Summit and Protest
the Hero, who have toured
with Today I Caught the
Plague, also use Guitar Pro.
Protest the Hero guitarists Tim
Millar and Luke Hoskin run
Sheet Happens Publishing, a
company that uses Guitar Pro
6 to print artists’ music in
combined tablature and notation form.
Additionally, the Guitar Pro
website lists artists from
Canada, the U.S., Turkey,
Brazil, Siberia and parts of
Europe who use the program.
Guitar Pro may not be useful
for all types of music, and not
every artist wants to have their
songs mapped out, but there is
a community of musicians out
there using it to learn songs,
write songs, record songs and
share ideas.
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Local band meets their end

Photo by Chris Mailloux

Ray Robertson reads from his book David at Biblioasis Feb. 5.
Chris Mailloux
Citizen Staff Reporter
The University of Windsor’s
newest writer-in-residence
met with fans at a local book
store to read from his latest
book.
Biblioasis hosted an evening
with Ray Robertson Feb 5.
Robertson read from his book
David and later did a Q&A
session. The event was sponsored by the University of
Windsor’s english department,
the
Northstar
Cultural
Community
Centre
and
Biblioasis.
“David’s an individual trying
to find out what his life is
about,” said Robertson.
The book is about a slave
who was born in 1847 but is
raised a free man. David
rebelled against the man who
freed him. David made a living robbing graves but now
spends time in his illegal afterhours tavern.
COlAsANTI’s FROM pAge 8

just don’t have the spots to
buy things, so we provide
those to them.”
Many venders expressed
worry before the show
because of the complicated
weather and slippery roads.
However, their worries quickly disappeared as a strong
attendance of people started
showing up.
Patty Huffstetler was one of
the attendees who braved the
weather. She said despite the
long drive from Windsor, she

“I called it David because I
wanted it to be about a man,
an
individual,”
said
Robertson.
The free event drew in a full
house. Robertson went into
detail about what the process
is like for him when writing a
book.
“You have to try to beat
Shakespeare each time but
fail,” said Robertson.
Robertson will be the writerin-residence for the university
until Feb 15. He will be making public appearances and
reading manuscripts from
local aspiring writers, giving
them insight on their work.
Daniel Wells, owner of
Bilbioasis, said he was pleased
with the overall attendance of
the evening.
“It was a great turn out, it
was a nice well attended
event,” said Wells.
Wells said they usually have
two or three events like this a
month. A poetry event will be
held at Biblioasis in April.

Photo by Liam Higgins
Jamie Hush, left, and Michael Wiznuk discuss their band at the University of Windsor Feb. 5.

Liam Higgins
Citizen Staff Reporter
After three years, a staple of
the local metal scene is calling
it quits.
Perpetuate is a metal band
made up of vocalist and
pianist Kim McInnis, guitarists Jamie Hush and Chris
Rafinski, drummer Michael
Wiznuk and bassist Calvin
Love. The plan to break up
began around November.
Hush’s decision to move to
Toronto to pursue a career in
computer programming and
McInnis’s plans to pursue
vocal research are the reasons
for the break up. The rest of
the band still wants to play
music.
Hush said he feels it’s partially his fault for the break up.
“I think I just have that personality where every three or
COMICs FROM pAge 8

enjoys the comfortable atmosphere Colasanti’s provides.
“It’s always nice to see local
artists applying their trade and
putting their stuff out there for
the public,” said Huffstetler.
“I’ve always been a big fan of
homemade and home-crafted
items as opposed to the big
store bought items.”
The next show will be Nov.
2 and will focus on giving
younger generations a chance
to show off their artistic abilities to the public.

tries to hold an event like this
at least once a year.
“It’s challenging, getting
already busy artists and writers to find time around multiple deadlines to find a free
night for a signing,” said
Mifflin.
Mifflin says that he tries to
focus on getting local talent
for signings. All five featured
guests of this event grew up in
or near Windsor and Essex
County. Mifflin said the signing last year drew around 650

four years I switch things up, “
said Hush. “I have a feeling
that’s what I’m going to do for
the rest of my life too.”
Hush is working on starting
a software company with one
of his friends in Toronto. They
plan to make a home health
care iPad application.
“We did an audition for
Dragon’s Den for that,” said
Hush. “That’s kind of exciting, it’s turning into my new
little project.”
Hush said he’s also been getting into making orchestral
music for video games.
When they all agreed the
band was going to break up,
Wiznuk, Rafinski and Love
decided they were going to
start a new project together
and plan to record a demo.
“We’re hoping to play shows
in the next couple months,”
said Wiznuk.

Hush said he doesn’t know
what will happen in the future,
but anything could happen.
“If three years from now
someone calls us up and says,
‘Hey, that’s a cool back catalog,’” said Hush. “Have all the
tours? Sure, I’m down.”
Wiznuk also said he enjoys
working with the rest of the
band.
Although the band is breaking up, they all plan to stay in
contact with one another,
remain friends and continue to
be involved with music.
“We’re all friends,” said
Wiznuk. “Me and Kim have a
song that we still want to
record at some point.”
The band will play their final
show at the Room Nightclub
Feb. 22 with supporting guests
Falling with Glory and Awake
to a Dream.

people and he expects the
numbers to reach 1,000
because of the amount of talent featured this year.
Tony Gray is the co-owner
of Legacy Comics Publishing
and is known for creating The
Incredible Conduit comic
strip.
“The last signing that I did
there with David and Johnny
had hundreds of people lined
up to come in and hang out
with us,” said Gray.
Gray said he tries to do a
signing at least once a month

because he finds them enjoyable. He also said he tries to
come up with something special for the Cartoon Kingdom
signings because of how much
work Mifflin puts into promoting the events.
“This time we’ll be releasing
a charity print that has covers
from each of our books in it
and they will only be available
at this event,” said Gray.
The proceeds from the
exclusive print will go to the
Kiwanis Sunshine Point Camp
for underprivileged kids.
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Canada’s last penny minted

A 1901 large cent picturing Queen Victoria.
A Canadian penny minted in 2012, the last full year for the one
cent piece.
Rob Benneian
Managing Editor
Canadian coin collectors will
mark Feb. 4 as an historic day
with Canada’s last penny having been minted.
The Government of Canada,
in partnership with the Royal
Canadian Mint, has permanently stopped production of
the one-cent piece that has
been a fixture in Canadian
currency since 1858.
A 2007 Desjardins economic study recommended the

retirement of the penny “as
quickly as possible.” The
Senate recommended the
removal of the penny in 2010
following a study of the copper-covered steel coin earlier
that year.
“After producing the penny
for Canada since the Mint
opened in 1908, the last distribution of this iconic coin is a
sentimental turning point in
our history,” said Ian Bennett,
president and CEO of the
Royal Canadian Mint. “The
Mint continues to adapt to the

changing needs of the marketplace and will fully support
the Government of Canada
and key stakeholders to ensure
the successful phase out of the
penny.”
The penny phase out is part
of Canada’s Economic Action
Plan 2012 and the government
expects it will save taxpayers
approximately $11 million per
year. This is due in part to the
penny costing 1.6 cents to produce, or 60 per cent more than
its face value.
However, those savings

won’t be immediately apparent for financial institutions. A
local bank employee, who
spoke under the condition of
anonymity due to company
policy, said her bank would be
taking a loss in 2013 due to the
phase out.
“Right now, the banks will
be taking a loss of about
$300,000 on this change
over,” she said.
Banks will no longer be
able to order pennies and as
such many retail stores will
stop including them in cus-

tomer change. The government has established “fair and
transparent” guidelines on
how cash transactions will be
handled. Customers will be
given their change rounded
up or down to the nearest
five-cent increment.
The Department of Finance
has launched a website which
Minister of Finance Jim
Flaherty said will “provide
clear information on how
cash payments will be treated
when pennies are not available.”

penny Facts
Chris Richards
Citizen Staff Reporter
After a 154 year run, the Canadian penny met its end last year
when the Royal Canadian Mint stopped the production of the penny.
But the penny as Canadians know it didn’t start out as the small barely copper coin that may or may not be in your pocket today. As a last
homage to the penny, I give you a brief history and some useless
interesting facts about the penny.
Before Canada established a uniform national currency in 1858,
Canadians used a mixture of British coin, bank tokens, U.S. currency and Spanish milled dollars.
Upon the creation of a uniform national currency, the first
Canadian pennies were a little larger than quarters at one inch, or
23.58 millimetres in diameter. It was initially made that way to double as a measuring device, but the light weight of the coin compared
to the already established bank tokens made the public reluctant to
accept the new coinage.
The year 1920 was unique for the Canadian penny. It’s the only
year pennies were minted in two different sizes. The new size was

considerably smaller, and was changed to both save on copper and to
match the size of the American penny.
Along with a new monarch on the obverse side, all of the 1937
Canadian coins saw a new design on the reverse side. For the penny,
this meant the implementation of the maple leaf design all Canadians
would recognize by George Kruger Gray, which remain until the
penny’s abolition.
After the reverse design change in 1937, the penny has stayed relatively the same. Four different reliefs of Queen Elizabeth II have
been implemented over the years to show her age, and there was a
temporary bout of a 12-sided penny from 1982 to 1996. The only
other change – a foreboding yet visually unnoticeable one – was the
almost pure reversal of the penny’s composition in an attempt to
lower its production cost. In 1996 pennies were made of 98 per cent
copper and a small amount of zinc and tin. From 1997 onward, pennies were made with either a zinc (1997-1999) or steel (2000-2012)
core, and had merely a copper plating applied to the outside.
From 1858 until it’s abolition in 2012, more than 33 billion pennies were minted.
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